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Abstract

In recent years, concept-based approaches have emerged as some of the most
promising explainability methods to help us interpret the decisions of Artificial
Neural Networks (ANNs). These methods seek to discover intelligible visual
“concepts” buried within the complex patterns of ANN activations in two key steps:
(1) concept extraction followed by (2) importance estimation. While these two
steps are shared across methods, they all differ in their specific implementations.
Here, we introduce a unifying theoretical framework that recast the first step –
concept extraction problem – as a special case of dictionary learning, and we
formalize the second step – concept importance estimation – as a more general
form of attribution method. This framework offers several advantages as it allows
us: (i) to propose new evaluation metrics for comparing different concept extraction
approaches; (ii) to leverage modern attribution methods and evaluation metrics to
extend and systematically evaluate state-of-the-art concept-based approaches and
importance estimation techniques; (iii) to derive theoretical guarantees regarding
the optimality of such methods.
We further leverage our framework to try to tackle a crucial question in explain-
ability: how to efficiently identify clusters of data points that are classified based
on a similar shared strategy. To illustrate these findings and to highlight the main
strategies of a model, we introduce a visual representation called the strategic clus-
ter graph. Finally, we present Lens, a dedicated website that offers a complete
compilation of these visualizations for all classes of the ImageNet dataset.

1 Introduction

The black-box nature of Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) poses a significant hurdle to their
deployment in industries that must comply with stringent ethical and regulatory standards [1]. In
response to this challenge, eXplainable Artificial Intelligence (XAI) focuses on developing new tools
to help humans better understand how ANNs arrive at their decisions [2, 3]. Among the large array of
methods available, attribution methods have become the go-to approach [4–14]. They yield heatmaps
in order to highlight the importance of each input feature (or group of features [15]) for driving a
model’s decision. However, there is growing consensus that these attribution methods fall short of
providing meaningful explanations [16–19] as revealed by multiple user studies [20–25, 20]. It has
been suggested that for explainability methods to become usable by human users, they need to be able
to highlight not just the location of important features within an image (i.e., the where information)
but also their semantic content (i.e., the what information).
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One promising set of explainability methods to address this challenge includes concept-based ex-
plainability methods, which are methods that aim to identify high-level concepts within the activation
space of ANNs [26]. These methods have recently gained renewed interest due to their success
in providing human-interpretable explanations [27–30] (see section 2 for a detailed description of
the related work). However, concept-based explainability methods are still in the early stages, and
progress relies largely on researchers’ intuitions rather than well-established theoretical foundations.
A key challenge lies in formalizing the notion of concept itself [31]. Researchers have proposed
desiderata such as meaningfulness, coherence, and importance [27] but the lack of formalism in
concept definition has hindered the derivation of appropriate metrics for comparing different methods.

This article presents a theoretical framework to unify and characterize current concept-based ex-
plainability methods. Our approach builds on the fundamental observation that all concept-based
explainability methods share two key steps: (1) concepts are extracted, and (2) importance scores
are assigned to these concepts based on their contribution to the model’s decision [27]. Here, we
show how the first extraction step can be formulated as a dictionary learning problem while the
second importance scoring step can be formulated as an attribution problem in the concept space. To
summarize, our contributions are as follows:

• We describe a novel framework that unifies all modern concept-based explainability methods and
we borrow metrics from different fields (such as sparsity, reconstruction, stability, FID, or OOD
scores) to evaluate the effectiveness of those methods.

• We leverage modern attribution methods to derive seven novel concept importance estimation
methods and provide theoretical guarantees regarding their optimality. Additionally, we show
how standard faithfulness evaluation metrics used to evaluate attribution methods (i.e., Insertion,
Deletion [32], and µFidelity [33]) can be adapted to serve as benchmarks for concept importance
scoring. In particular, we demonstrate that Integrated Gradients, Gradient Input, RISE, and
Occlusion achieve the highest theoretical scores for 3 faithfulness metrics when the concept
decomposition is on the penultimate layer.

• We introduce the notion of local concept importance to address a significant challenge in ex-
plainability: the identification of image clusters that reflect a shared strategy by the model (see
Figure 1). We show how the corresponding cluster plots can be used as visualization tools to help
with the identification of the main visual strategies used by a model to help explain false positive
classifications.

Figure 1: Strategic cluster graphs for the espresso and zucchini classes. The framework presented
in this study provides a comprehensive approach to uncover local importance using any attribution
methods. Consequently, it allow us to estimate the critical concepts influencing the model’s decision
for each image. As a results, we introduced the Strategic cluster graph, which offers a visual
representation of the main strategies employed by the model in recognizing an entire object class. For
espresso (left), the main strategies for classification appear to be: • bubbles and foam on the coffee, •
Latte art, • transparent cups with foam and black liquid, • the handle of the coffee cup, and finally •
the coffee in the cup, which appears to be the predominant strategy. As for zucchini, the strategies
are: • a zucchini in a vegetable garden, • the corolla of the zucchini flower, • sliced zucchini, • the
spotted pattern on the zucchini skin and • stacked zucchini.
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2 Related Work

Kim et al. [26] were the first to propose a concept-based approach to interpret neural network internal
states. They defined the notion of concepts using Concept Activation Vectors (CAVs). CAVs are
derived by training a linear classifier between a concept’s examples and random counterexamples
and then taking the vector orthogonal to the decision boundary. In their work, the concepts are
manually selected by humans. They further introduce the first concept importance scoring method,
called Testing with CAVs (TCAV). TCAV uses directional derivatives to evaluate the contribution of
each CAV to the model’s prediction for each object category. Although this approach demonstrates
meaningful explanations to human users, it requires a significant human effort to create a relevant
image database of concepts. To address this limitation, Ghorbani et al. [27] developed an unsupervised
method called Automatic Concept Extraction (ACE) that extracts CAVs without the need for human
supervision. In their work, the CAVs are the centroid of the activations (in a given layer) when the
network is fed with multi-scale image segments belonging to an image class of interest. However,
the use of image segments could introduce biases in the explanations [34–37]. ACE also leverages
TCAV to rank the concepts of a given object category based on their importance.

Zhang et al. [28] proposed a novel method for concept-based explainability called Invertible Concept-
based Explanation (ICE). ICE leverages matrix factorization techniques, such as non-negative matrix
factorization (NMF), to extract Concept Activation Vectors (CAVs). Here, the concepts are localized
as the matrix factorization is applied on feature maps (before the global average pooling). In ICE,
the concepts’ importance is computed using the TCAV score [26]. Note that the Singular Value
Decomposition (SVD) was also suggested as a concept discovery method [28, 30]. CRAFT (Concept
Recursive Activation FacTorization for explainability) uses NMF to extract the concepts, but as
it is applied after the global pooling average, the concepts are location invariant. Additionally,
CRAFT employs Sobol indices to quantify the global importance of concepts associated with
an object category. Recently, [38] has proposed a novel and interesting approach that involves
discovering entire subspaces as concepts, departing from the typical 1-dimensional approach.

3 A Unifying perspective

Notations. Throughout, || · ||2 and || · ||F represent the ℓ2 and Frobenius norm, respectively. We
consider a general supervised learning setting, where a classifier f : X → Y maps inputs from an
input space X ⊆ Rd to an output space Y ⊆ Rc. For any matrix X ∈ Rn×d, xi denotes the ith

row of X, where i ∈ {1, . . . , n} and xi ∈ Rd. Without loss of generality, we assume that f admits
an intermediate space H ⊆ Rp. In this setup, h : X → H maps inputs to the intermediate space,
and g : H → Y takes the intermediate space to the output. Consequently, f(x) = (g ◦ h)(x).
Additionally, let a = h(x) ∈ H represent the activations of x in this intermediate space. We also
abuse notation slightly: f(X) = (g ◦h)(X) denotes the vectorized application of f on each element
x of X, resulting in (f(x1), . . . ,f(xn)).

Prior methods for concept extraction, namely ACE [27], ICE [28] and CRAFT [29], can be distilled
into two fundamental steps:

(i) Concept extraction: A set of images X ∈ Rn×d belonging to the same class is sent to the
intermediate space giving activations A = h(X) ∈ Rn×p. These activations are used to extract
a set of k CAVs using K-Means [27], PCA (or SVD) [28, 30] or NMF [28, 29]. Each CAV is
denoted vi and V = (v1, . . . ,vk) ∈ Rp×k forms the dictionary of concepts.

(ii) Concept importance scoring: It involves calculating a set of k global scores, which provides
an importance measure of each concept vi to the class as a whole. Specifically, it quantifies
the influence of each concept vi on the final classifier prediction for the given set of points X.
Prominent measures for concept importance include TCAV [26] and the Sobol indices [29].

The two-step process described above is repeated for all classes. In the following subsections, we
theoretically demonstrate that the concept extraction step (i) could be recast as a dictionary learning
problem (see 3.1). It allows us to reformulate and generalize the concept importance step (ii) using
attribution methods (see 3.2).
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3.1 Concept Extraction
A dictionary learning perspective. The purpose of this section is to redefine all current concept
extraction methods as a problem within the framework of dictionary learning. Given the necessity for
clearer formalization and metrics in the field of concept extraction, integrating concept extraction
with dictionary learning enables us to employ a comprehensive set of metrics and obtain valuable
theoretical insights from a well-established and extensively researched domain.

The goal of concept extraction is to find a small set of interpretable CAVs (i.e., V) that allows us
to faithfully interpret the activation A. By preserving a linear relationship between V and A, we
facilitate the understanding and interpretability of the learned concepts [26, 39]. Therefore, we
look for a coefficient matrix U ∈ Rn×k (also called loading matrix) and a set of CAVs V, so that
A ≈ UVT. In this approximation of A using the two low-rank matrices (U,V), V represents the
concept basis used to reinterpret our samples, and U are the coordinates of the activation in this
new basis. Interestingly, such a formulation allows a recast of the concept extraction problem as
an instance of dictionary learning problem [40] in which all known concept-based explainability
methods fall:

(U⋆,V⋆) = argmin
U,V

||A−UVT||2F s.t


∀ i,ui ∈ {e1, . . . , ek} (K-Means : ACE [27]), (1)

VTV = I (PCA: [28, 30]), (2)
U ≥ 0,V ≥ 0 (NMF : CRAFT [29] & ICE [28]) (3)
U = ψ(A), ||U||0 ≤ K (Sparse Autoencoder [41]) (4)

with ei the i-th element of the canonical basis, I the identity matrix and ψ any neural network. In
this context, V is the dictionary and U the representation of A with the atoms of V. ui denote the
i-th row of U. These methods extract the concept banks V differently, thereby necessitating different
interpretations*.

In ACE, the CAVs are defined as the centroids of the clusters found by the K-means algorithm.
Specifically, a concept vector vi in the matrix V indicates a dense concentration of points associated
with the corresponding concept, implying a repeated activation pattern. The main benefit of ACE
comes from its reconstruction process, involving projecting activations onto the nearest centroid,
which ensures that the representation will lie within the observed distribution (no out-of-distribution
instances). However, its limitation lies in its lack of expressivity, as each activation representation is
restricted to a single concept (||u||0 = 1). As a result, it cannot capture compositions of concepts,
leading to sub-optimal representations that fail to fully grasp the richness of the underlying data
distribution.

On the other hand, the PCA benefits from superior reconstruction performance due to its lower
constraints, as stated by the Eckart-Young-Mirsky[44] theorem. The CAVs are the eigenvector of the
covariance matrix: they indicate the direction in which the data variance is maximal. An inherent
limitation is that the PCA will not be able to properly capture stable concepts that do not contribute
to the sample variability (e.g. the dog-head concept might not be considered important by the PCA
to explain the dog class if it is present across all examples). Neural networks are known to cluster
together the points belonging to the same category in the last layer to achieve linear separability
([45, 29]). Thus, the orthogonality constraint in the PCA might not be suitable to correctly interpret
the manifold of the deep layer induced by points from the same class (it is interesting to note that
this limitation can be of interest when studying all classes at once). Also, unlike K-means, which
produces strictly positive clusters if all points are positive (e.g., the output of ReLU), PCA has no sign
constraint and can undesirably reconstruct out-of-distribution (OOD) activations, including negative
values after ReLU.

In contrast to K-Means, which induces extremely sparse representations, and PCA, which generates
dense representations, the NMF (used in CRAFT and ICE) strikes a harmonious balance as it
provides moderately sparse representation. This is due to NMF relaxing the constraints imposed
by the K-means algorithm (adding an orthogonality constraint on V such that VVT = I would
yield an equivalent solution to K-means clustering [46]). This sparsity facilitates the encoding of

*Concept extractions are typically overcomplete dictionaries, meaning that if the dictionary for each class
is combined, k > p, as noted in [29]. Recently, [29] and a more detailed work [42] suggest that overcomplete
dictionaries are serious candidates to the superposition problem [43].
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Figure 2: Most important concepts extracted for the studied methods. This qualitative example
shows the three most important concepts extracted for the ’rabbit’ class using a ResNet50 trained
on ImageNet. The crops correspond to those maximizing each concepts i (i.e., x where U(x)i is
maximal). As demonstrated in previous works [28, 29, 50], NMF (requiring positive activations)
produces particularly interpretable concepts despite poorer reconstruction than PCA and being less
sparse than K-Means. Details for the sparse Autoencoder architecture are provided in the appendix.

compositional representations that are particularly valuable when an image encompasses multiple
concepts. Moreover, by allowing only additive linear combinations of components with non-negative
coefficients, NMF inherently fosters a parts-based representation. This distinguishes NMF from PCA,
which offers a holistic representation model. Interestingly, the NMF is known to yield representations
that are interpretable by humans [28, 29]. Finally, the non-orthogonality of these concepts presents
an advantage as it accommodates the phenomenon of superposition [39], wherein neurons within a
layer may contribute to multiple distinct concepts simultaneously.

To summarize, we have explored three approaches to concept extraction, each necessitating a unique
interpretation of the resulting Concept Activation Vectors (CAVs). Among these methods, NMF
(used in CRAFT and ICE) emerges as a promising middle ground between PCA and K-means.
Leveraging its capacity to capture intricate patterns, along with its ability to facilitate compositional
representations and intuitive parts-based interpretations (as demonstrated in Figure 2), NMF stands
out as a compelling choice for extracting meaningful concepts from high-dimensional data. These
advantages have been underscored by previous human studies, as evidenced by works such as Zhang
et al.[28] and Fel et al.[29].

Relative ℓ2 (↓) Sparsity (↑) Stability (↓) FID (↓) OOD (↓)

Eff / R50 / Mob Eff / R50 / Mob Eff / R50 / Mob Eff / R50 / Mob Eff / R50 / Mob

PCA 0.60 / 0.54 / 0.73 0.00 / 0.00 / 0.0 0.41 / 0.38 / 0.43 0.47 / 0.17 / 0.24 2.44 / 0.36 / 0.16
KMeans 0.72 / 0.66 / 0.84 0.95 / 0.95 / 0.95 0.07 / 0.08 / 0.04 0.46 / 0.21 / 0.33 1.76 / 0.29 / 0.15
NMF 0.63 / 0.57 / 0.75 0.68 / 0.44 / 0.64 0.17 / 0.14 / 0.16 0.38 / 0.21 / 0.24 1.98 / 0.29 / 0.15

Table 1: Concept extraction comparison. Eff, R50 and Mob denote EfficientNetV2[47],
ResNet50[48], MobileNetV2[49]. The concept extraction methods are applied on the last layer
of the networks. Each results is averaged across 10 classes of ImageNet and obtained from a set of
16k images for each class.
Evaluation of concept extraction Following the theoretical discussion of the various concept
extraction methods, we conduct an empirical investigation of the previously discussed properties to
gain deeper insights into their distinctions and advantages. In our experiment, we apply the PCA,
K-Means, and NMF concept extraction methods on the penultimate layer of three state-of-the-art
models. We subsequently evaluate the concepts using five different metrics (see Table 1). All five
metrics are connected with the desired characteristics of a dictionary learning method. They include
achieving a high-quality reconstruction (Relative l2), sparse encoding of concepts (Sparsity), ensuring
the stability of the concept base in relation to A (Stability), performing reconstructions within the
intended domain (avoiding OOD), and maintaining the overall distribution during the reconstruction
process (FID). All the results come from 10 classes of ImageNet (the one used in Imagenette [51]),
and are obtained using n = 16k images for each class.

We begin our empirical investigation by using a set of standard metrics derived from the dictionary
learning literature, namely Relative l2 and Sparsity. Concerning the Relative ℓ2, PCA achieves
the highest score among the three considered methods, confirming the theoretical expectations
based on the Eckart–Young–Mirsky theorem [44], followed by NMF. Concerning the sparsity of
the underlying representation u, we compute the proportion of non-zero elements ||u||0/k. Since
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K-means inherently has a sparsity of 1/k (as induced by equation 1), it naturally performs better in
terms of sparsity, followed by NMF.

We deepen our investigation by proposing three additional metrics that offer complementary insights
into the extracted concepts. Those metrics are the Stability, the FID, and the OOD score. The Stability
(as it can be seen as a loose approximation of algorithmic stability [52]) measures how consistent
concepts remain when they are extracted from different subsets of the data. To evaluate Stability,
we perform the concept extraction methods N times on K-fold subsets of the data. Then, we map
the extracted concepts together using a Hungarian loss function and measure the cosine similarity
of the CAVs. If a method is stable, it should yield the same concepts (up to permutation) across
each K-fold, where each fold consists of 1000 images. K-Means and NMF demonstrate the highest
stability, while PCA appears to be highly unstable, which can be problematic for interpreting the
results and may undermine confidence in the extracted concepts.

The last two metrics, FID and OOD, are complementary in that they measure: (i) how faithful
the representations extracted are w.r.t the original distribution, and (ii) the ability of the method
to generate points lying in the data distribution (non-OOD). Formally, the FID quantifies the 1-
Wasserstein distance [53] W1 between the empirical distribution of activation A, denoted µa, and the
empirical distribution of the reconstructed activation UVT denoted µu. Thus, FID is calculated as
FID = W1(µa, µu). On the other hand, the OOD score measures the plausibility of the reconstruction
by leveraging Deep-KNN [54], a recent state-of-the-art OOD metric. More specifically, we use the
Deep-KNN score to evaluate the deviation of a reconstructed point from the closest original point. In
summary, a good reconstruction method is capable of accurately representing the original distribution
(as indicated by FID) while ensuring that the generated points remain within the model’s domain
(non-OOD). K-means leads to the best OOD scores because each instance is reconstructed as a
centroid, resulting in proximity to in-distribution (ID) instances. However, this approach collapses
the distribution to a limited set of points, resulting in low FID. On the other hand, PCA may suffer
from mapping to negative values, which can adversely affect the OOD score. Nevertheless, PCA
is specifically optimized to achieve the best average reconstructions. NMF, with fewer stringent
constraints, strikes a balance by providing in-distribution reconstructions at both the sample and
population levels.

In conclusion, the results clearly demonstrate NMF as a method that strikes a balance between the
two approaches as NMF demonstrates promising performance across all tested metrics. Henceforth,
we will use the NMF to extract concepts without mentioning it.

The Last Layer as a Promising Direction The various methods examined, namely ACE, ICE, and
CRAFT, generally rely on a deep layer to perform their decomposition without providing quantitative
or theoretical justifications for their choice. To explore the validity of this choice, we apply the
aforementioned metrics to each block’s output in a ResNet50 model. Figure 3 illustrates the metric
evolution across different blocks, revealing a trend that favors the last layer for the decomposition.
This empirical finding aligns with the practical implementations discussed above.

B2 B3 B4 B5
0.0

0.6

Sparsity

B2 B3 B4 B5

0.2

0.4
Relative 2

B2 B3 B4 B5

0.8

1.6

Ood

B2 B3 B4 B5

0.25

0.50

Fid

B2 B3 B4 B5

0.3

0.6
Stability

Figure 3: Concept extraction metrics across layers. The concept extraction methods are applied
on activations probed on different blocks of a ResNet50 (B2 to B5). Each point is averaged over 10
classes of ImageNet using 16k images for each class. We evaluate 3 concept extraction methods:
PCA ( ), NMF ( ), and KMeans ( ).
3.2 Concept importance
In this section, we leverage our framework to unify concept importance scoring using the existing
attribution methods. Furthermore, we demonstrate that specifically in the case of decomposition
in the penultimate layer, it exists optimal methods for importance estimation, namely RISE [32],
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Integrated Gradients [7], Gradient-Input [6], and Occlusion [13]. We provide theoretical evidence to
support the optimality of these methods.
From concept importance to attribution methods The dictionary learning formulation allows
us to define the concepts V in such a way that they are optimal to reconstruct the activation, i.e.,
A ≈ UVT. Nevertheless, this does not guarantee that those concepts are important for the model’s
prediction. For example, the “grass” concept might be important to characterize the activations of a
neural network when presented with a St-Bernard image, but it might not be crucial for the network
to classify the same image as a St Bernard [26, 16, 55]. The notion of concept importance is precisely
introduced to avoid such a confirmation bias and to identify the concepts used to classify among all
detected concepts.

We use the notion of Concept ATtribution methods (which we denote as CATs) to assess the concept
importance score. The CATs are a generalization of the attribution methods: while attribution methods
assess the sensitivity of the model output to a change in the pixel space, the concept importance
evaluates the sensitivity to a change in the concept space. To compute the CATs methods, it is
necessary to link the activation a ∈ Rp to the concept base V and the model prediction y. To do
so, we feed the second part of the network (g) with the activation reconstruction (uVT ≈ a) so that
y = g(uVT). Intuitively, a CAT method quantifies how a variation of u will impact y. We denote
φi(u) the i-th coordinate of φ(u), so that it represents the importance of the i-th concept in the
representation u. Equipped with these notations, we can leverage the sensitivity metrics introduced
in standard attribution methods to re-define the current measures of concept importance, as well as
introduce the new CATs borrowed from the attribution methods literature:

φi(u) =



∇ui
g(uVT) (used in TCAV: ACE, ICE),

Em∼i(Vm(g((u⊙m)VT)|m∼i))

V(g((u⊙m)VT))
(Sobol : CRAFT),

(ui − u′
i)×

∫ 1

0

∇uig((u
′α+ (1− α)(u− u′))VT)dα Int.Gradients,

E
δ∼N (0,Iσ)

(∇uig((u+ δ)VT )) Smooth grad.

. . .

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

The complete derivation of the 7 new CATs is provided in the appendix. In the derivations, ∇ui

denotes the gradient with respect to the i-th coordinate of u, while E and V represent the expectation
and variance, respectively. In Eq. 6, m is a mask of real-valued random variable between 0 and 1 (i.e
m ∼ U([0, 1]p)). We note that, when we use the gradient (w.r.t to ui) as an importance score, we end
up with the directional derivative used in the TCAV metric [26], which is used by ACE and ICE to
assess the importance of concepts. CRAFT leverages the Sobol-Hoeffding decomposition (used in
sensitivity analysis), to estimate the concept importance. The Sobol indices measure the contribution
of a concept as well as its interaction of any order with any other concepts to the output variance.
Intuitively, the numerator of Eq. 6 is the expected variance that would be left if all variables but ui

were to be fixed.

Evaluation of concept importance methods Our generalization of the concept importance score,
using the Concept ATtributions (CATs), allows us to observe that current concept-based explainability
methods are only leveraging a small subset of concept importance methods. In Appendix A, we
provide the complete derivation of 7 new CATs based on the following existing attribution methods,
notably: Gradient input [6], Smooth grad [5], Integrated Gradients [7], VarGrad [56], Occlusion [13],
HSIC [10] and RISE [32].

With the concept importance scoring now formulated as a generalization of attribution methods,
we can borrow the metrics from the attribution domain to evaluate the faithfulness [57, 32, 33] of
concept importance methods. In particular, we adapt three distinct metrics to evaluate the significance
of concept importance scores: the C-Deletion [32], C-Insertion [32], and C-µFidelity [33] metrics.
In C-Deletion, we gradually remove the concepts (as shown in Figure 4), in decreasing order of
importance, and we report the network’s output each time a concept is removed. When a concept
is removed in C-Deletion, the corresponding coordinate in the representation is set to 0. The final
C-Deletion metrics are computed as the area under the curve in Figure 4. For C-Insertion, this is
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(a) (b)

Figure 4: (a) C-Deletion, C-Insertion curves. Fidelity curves for C-Deletion depict the model’s
score as the most important concepts are removed. The results are averaged across 10 classes of
ImageNet using a ResNet50 model. (b) C-Deletion, C-Insertion and C-µFidelity across layer. We
report the 3 metrics to evaluate CATs for each block (from B2 to B5) of a ResNet50. We evaluate 8
Concept Attribution methods, all represented with different colors (see legend in Figure 4(a). The
average trend of these eight methods is represented by the black dashed line ( ). Lower C-Deletion
is better, higher C-Insertion and C-µFidelity is better. Overall, it appears that the estimation of
importance becomes more faithful towards the end of the model.

the opposite: we start from a representation vector filled with zero, and we progressively add more
concepts, following an increasing order of importance.

For the C-µFidelity, we calculate the correlation between the model’s output when concepts are
randomly removed and the importance assigned to those specific concepts. The results across layers
for a ResNet50 model are depicted in Figure 4b. We observe that decomposition towards the end
of the model is preferred across all the metrics. As a result, in the next section, we will specifically
examine the case of the penultimate layer.

A note on the last layer Based on our empirical results, it appears that the last layer is preferable
for both improved concept extraction and more accurate estimation of importance. Herein, we derive
theoretical guarantees about the optimality of concept importance methods in the penultimate layer.
Without loss of generality, we assume y ∈ R the logits of the class of interest. In the penultimate
layer, the score y is a linear combination of activations: y = aW + b for weight matrix W and bias
b. In this particular case, all CATs have a closed-form (see appendix B), that allows us to derive 2
theorems. The first theorem tackles the CATs optimality for the C-Deletion and C-Insertion methods
(demonstration in Appendix D). We observe that the C-Deletion and C-Insertion problems can be
represented as weighted matroids. Therefore the greedy algorithms lead to optimal solutions for
CATs and a similar theorem could be derived for C-µFidelity.

Theorem 3.1 (Optimal C-Deletion, C-Insertion in the penultimate layer). When decomposing in
the penultimate layer, Gradient Input, Integrated Gradients, Occlusion, and Rise yield the optimal
solution for the C-Deletion and C-Insertion metrics. More generally, any method φ(u) that satisfies
the condition ∀(i, j) ∈ {1, . . . , k}2, (u⊙ ei)V

TW ≥ (u⊙ ej)V
TW =⇒ φ(u)i ≥ φ(u)j yields

the optimal solution.

Theorem 3.2 (Optimal C-µFidelity in the penultimate layer). When decomposing in the penultimate
layer, Gradient Input, Integrated Gradients, Occlusion, and Rise yield the optimal solution for the
C-µFidelity metric.

Therefore, for all 3 metrics, the concept importance methods based on Gradient Input, Integrated
Gradient, Occlusion, and Rise are optimal, when used in the penultimate layer.

In summary, our investigation of concept extraction methods from the perspective of dictionary
learning demonstrates that the NMF approach, specifically when extracting concepts from the
penultimate layer, presents the most appealing trade-off compared to PCA and K-Means methods.
In addition, our formalization of concept importance using attribution methods provided us with a
theoretical guarantee for 4 different CATs. Henceforth, we will then consider the following setup: a
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NMF on the penultimate layer to extract the concepts, combined with a concept importance method
based on Integrated Gradient.

3.3 Unveiling main strategies

Figure 5: From global (class-based) to lo-
cal (image-based) importance. Global
importance can be decomposed into re-
liability and prevalence scores. Preva-
lence quantifies how frequently a concept
is encountered, and reliability indicates
how diagnostic a concept is for the class.
The bar-charts are computed for the class
“Espresso” on a ResNet50 (see Figure 1,
left panel)

So far, the concept-based explainability methods have
mainly focused on evaluating the global importance of
concepts, i.e., the importance of concepts for an entire
class [26, 29]. This point can be limiting when studying
misclassified data points, as we can speculate that the
most important concepts for a given class might not hold
for an individual sample (local importance). Fortunately,
our formulation of concept importance using attribution
methods gives us access to importance scores at the
level of individual samples (i.e., φ(u)). Here, we show
how to use these local importance scores to efficiently
cluster data points based on the strategy used for their
classification.

The local (or image-based) importance of concepts can
be integrated into global measures of importance for the
entire class with the notion of prevalence and reliability
(see Figure 5). A concept is said to be prevalent at the
class level when it appears very frequently. A preva-
lence score is computed based on the number of times
a concept is identified as the most important one, i.e.,
argmaxφ(u). At the same time, a concept is said to be
reliable if it is very likely to trigger a correct prediction.
The reliability is quantified using the mean classification
accuracy on samples sharing the same most important
concept.
Strategic cluster graph. In the strategic cluster graph
(Figure 1 and Figure 6), we combine the notions of

concept prevalence and reliability to reveal the main strategies of a model for a given category, more
precisely, we reveal their repartition across the different samples of the class. We use a dimensionality
reduction technique (UMAP [58]) to arrange the data points based on the concept importance vector
φ(u) of each sample. Data points are colored according to the associated concept with the highest
importance – argmaxφ(u). Interestingly, one can see in Figure 1 and Figure 6 that spatially
close points represent samples classified using similar strategies – as they exhibit similar concept
importance – and not necessarily similar embeddings. For example, for the “lemon” object category
(Figure 6), the texture of the lemon peel is the most prevalent concept, as it appears to be the dominant
concept in 90% of the samples (see the green cluster in Figure 6). We also observe that the concept
“pile of round, yellow objects” is not reliable for the network to properly classify a lemon as it results
in a mean classification accuracy of 40% only (see top-left graph in Figure 6).

In Figure 6 (right panel), we have exploited the strategic cluster graph to understand the classification
strategies leading to bad classifications. For example, an orange (1st image, 1st row) was classified
as a lemon because of the peel texture they both share. Similarly, a cathedral roof was classified as a
lemon because of the wedge-shaped structure of the structure (4th image, 1st row).

4 Discussion
This article introduced a theoretical framework that unifies all modern concept-based explainability
methods. Breaking down and formalizing the two essential steps in these methods, concept extraction
and concept importance scoring, allowed us to better understand the underlying principles driving
concept-based explainability. We leveraged this unified framework to propose new evaluation metrics
for assessing the quality of extracted concepts. Through experimental and theoretical analyses, we
justified the standard use of the last layer of an ANN for concept-based explanation. Finally, we
harnessed the parallel between concept importance and attribution methods to gain insights into
global concept importance (at the class level) by examining local concept importance (for individual
samples). We proposed the strategic cluster graph, which provides insights into the strategy used by
an ANN to classify images. We have provided an example use of this approach to better understand
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Figure 6: Strategic cluster graph for the lemon category. Left: U-MAP of lemon samples, in
the concept space. Each concept is represented with its own color and is exemplified with example
belonging to the cluster. The concepts are • the lemon wedge shape, • a pile of round, yellow objects,
• green objects hanging on a tree, and finally • the peel texture, which is the predominant strategy.
The reliability of each concept is shown in the top-left bar-chart. Right: Example of images predicted
as lemon along with their corresponding explanations. These misclassified images are recognized as
lemons through the implementation of strategies that are captured by our proposed strategic cluster
graph.

the failure cases of a system. Overall, our work demonstrates the potential benefits of the dictionary
learning framework for automatic concept extraction and we hope this work will pave the way for
further advancements in the field of XAI.
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A Attribution methods for Concepts

In the following section, we will re-derive the different attribution methods in the literature. We use the Xplique
library and adapted each methods [59]. We quickly recall that we seek to estimate the importance of each
concept for a set of concept coefficients u = (u1, . . . ,uk) ∈ Rk in the concept basis V ∈ Rp×k. This concept
basis is a re-interpretation of a latent space H ⊆ Rp and the function g : Rp → R is a signal used to compute
importance from (e.g., logits value, cosine similarity with a sentence...). Each Attributions method will map a
set of concept values to an importance score φ : Rk → Rk, a greater score φ(u)i indicates that a concept ui is
more important.

Saliency (SA) [4] was originally a visualization technique based on the gradient of a class score relative to the
input, indicating in an infinitesimal neighborhood, which pixels must be modified to most affect the score of the
class of interest. In our case, it indicates which concept in an infinitesimal neighborhood has the most influence
on the output:

φ(SA)(u) = ∇ug(uV T).

Gradient ⊙ Input (GI) [6] is based on the gradient of a class score relative to the input, element-wise with
the input, it was introduced to improve the sharpness of the attribution maps. A theoretical analysis conducted
by [60] showed that Gradient ⊙ Input is equivalent to ϵ-LRP and DeepLIFT [6] methods under certain conditions
– using a baseline of zero, and with all biases to zero. In our case, it boils down to:

φ(GI)(u) = u⊙∇ug(uVT).

Integrated Gradients (IG) [7] consists of summing the gradient values along the path from a baseline state to
the current value. The baseline u0 used is zero. This integral can be approximated with a set of m points at
regular intervals between the baseline and the point of interest. In order to approximate from a finite number of
steps, we use a trapezoidal rule and not a left-Riemann summation, which allows for more accurate results and
improved performance (see [61] for a comparison). For all the experiments m = 30.

φ(IG)(u) = (u− u0)

∫ 1

0

∇ug((u0 + α(u− u0))V
T) dα.

SmoothGrad (SG) [5] is also a gradient-based explanation method, which, as the name suggests, averages the
gradient at several points corresponding to small perturbations (drawn i.i.d from an isotropic normal distribution
of standard deviation σ) around the point of interest. The smoothing effect induced by the average helps to
reduce the visual noise, and hence improves the explanations. In our case, the attribution is obtained after
averaging m points with noise added to the concept coefficients. For all the experiments, we took m = 30 and
σ = 0.1.

φ(SG)(u) = E
δ∼N (0,Iσ)

(∇ug(u+ δ)).

VarGrad (VG) [56] was proposed as an alternative to SmoothGrad as it employs the same methodology to
construct the attribution maps: using a set of m noisy inputs, it aggregates the gradients using the variance rather
than the mean. For the experiment, m and σ are the same as SmoothGrad. Formally:

φ(V G)(u) = V
δ∼N (0,Iσ)

(∇ug(u+ δ)).

Occlusion (OC) [62] is a simple – yet effective – sensitivity method that sweeps a patch that occludes pixels over
the images using a baseline state and use the variations of the model prediction to deduce critical areas. In our
case, we simply omit each concept one-at-a-time to deduce the concept’s importance. For all the experiments,
the baseline state u0 was zero.

φ(OC)(u)i = g(uV
T)− g(u[i=u0]V

T)

Sobol Attribution Method (SM) [9] then used for estimating concept importance in [29] is a black-box
attribution method grounded in Sensitivity Analysis. Beyond modeling the individual contributions of image
regions, Sobol indices provide an efficient way to capture higher-order interactions between image regions and
their contributions to a neural network’s prediction through the lens of variance. In our case, the score for a
concept ui is the expected variance that would be left if all variables but i were to be fixed :
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φ(SM)(u)i =
E(V(g((u⊙M)VT)|M∼i))

V(g((u⊙M)VT))
.

With M ∼ U([0, 1])k. For all the experiments, the number of designs was 32 and we use the Jansen estimator
of the Xplique library.

HSIC Attribution Method (HS) [10] seeks to explain a neural network’s prediction for a given input image by
assessing the dependence between the output and patches of the input. In our case, we randomly mask/remove
concepts and measure the dependence between the output and the presence of each concept through N binary
masks. Formally:

φ(HS)(u) =
1

(N − 1)2
Tr(KHLH).

With H,L,K ∈ RN×N and Kij = k(Mi,Mj), Lij = l(yi,yj) and Hij = δ(i = j) −N−1. Here, k(·, ·)
and l(·, ·) denote the chosen kernels and M ∼ {0, 1}p the binary mask applied to the input u.

RISE (RI) [32] is also a black-box attribution method that probes the model with multiple version of a masked
input to model the most important features. Formally, withm ∼ U([0, 1])k. :

φ
(RI)
i (u) = E(g(u⊙m)|mi = 1).

B Closed-form of Attributions for the last layer

Without loss of generality, we focus on the decomposition in the last layer, that is a = uVT with parameters
(W,b) for the weight and the bias respectively, hence we obtain y = (uVT)W+b with W ∈ Rp and b ∈ R.

We start by deriving the closed form of Saliency (SA) and naturally Gradient-Input (GI):

φ(SA)(u) = ∇ug(uVT) = ∇u(uVTW + b)

= WTV .

φ(GI)(u) = ∇ug(uVT)⊙ u = ∇u(uVTW + b)⊙ u

= WTV ⊙ u .

We observe two different forms that will in fact be repeated for the other methods, for example with Integrated-
Gradient (IG) which will take the form of Gradient-Input, while SmoothGrad (SG) will take the form of
Saliency.

φ(IG)(u) = (u− u0)⊙
∫ 1

0

∇ug((u0 + α(u− u0))V
T) dα

= u⊙
∫ 1

0

∇u((αu))VTW + b+ (α− 1)u0V
TW) dα

= u⊙
∫ 1

0

αWT dα = u⊙WTV

[
1

2
α2

]1

0

=
1

2
u⊙WTV.

φ(SG)(u) = E
δ∼N (0,Iσ)

(∇ug(u+ δ)) = E
δ∼N (0,Iσ)

(∇u((u+ δ)VTW + b))

= E
δ∼N (0,Iσ)

(∇u(uVTW))

= WTV .

The case of VarGrad is specific, as the gradient of a linear system being constant, its variance is null.
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φ(V G)(u) = V
δ∼N (0,Iσ)

(∇ug(u+ δ)) = V
δ∼N (0,Iσ)

(∇u((u+ δ)VTW + b))

= V
δ∼N (0,Iσ)

(WTV)

= 0 .

Finally, for Occlusion (OC) and RISE (RI), we fall back on the Gradient Input form (with multiplicative and
additive constant for RISE).

φ
(OC)
i (u) = g(uVT)− g(u[i=u0]V

T) = uVTW + b− (u[i=u0]V
TW + b)

= (

r∑
j

ujV
T
j )W − (

r∑
j ̸=i

ujV
T
j )W

= uiV
T
i W

thus φ(OC)(u) = u⊙WTV

φ
(RI)
i (u) = E(g(u⊙m)|mi = 1) = E((u⊙m)VTW + b|mi = 1)

= b+

r∑
j ̸=i

ujE(mj)V
T
j W + uiV

T
i W

= b+
1

2
(uVTW + uiV

T
i W)

C µ Fidelity optimality

Before showing that some methods are optimal with regard to C-Deletion and C-Insertion, we start with a first
metric that studies the fidelity of the importance of concepts: µFidelity, whose definition we recall

µF = ρ
S⊆{1,...,k}

|S|=m

(
∑
i∈S

φ(u)i, g(u)− g(u[ui=u0,i∈S]))

With ρ the Pearson correlation and u[ui=u0,i∈S] means that all i components of u are set to zero.

Theorem C.1 (Optimal µFidelity in the last layer). When decomposing in the last layer, Gradient Input,
Integrated Gradients, Occlusion, and Rise yield the optimal solution for the µFidelity metric. In a more general
sense, any method φ(u) that is of the form φi(u) = a(uiV

T
i W) + b with a ∈ R+, b ∈ R yield the optimal

solution, thus having a correlation of 1.

Proof. In the last layer case, µFidelity boils down to:

µF = ρ
S⊆{1,...,k}

|S|=m

(∑
i∈S

φ(u)i,uV
TW + b− (

∑
i/∈S

uiV
T
i W)− b

)
= ρ

S⊆{1,...,k}
|S|=m

(∑
i∈S

φ(u)i,
∑
i∈S

uiV
T
i W

)

We recall that for Gradient Input, Integrated Gradients, Occlusion, φi(u) ∝ uiV
T
i W, thus

µF = ρ
S⊆{1,...,k}

|S|=m

(∑
i∈S

uiV
T
i W,

∑
i∈S

uiV
T
i W

)
= 1
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For RISE, we get the following characterization:

µF = ρ
S⊆{1,...,k}

|S|=m

(∑
i∈S

b+
1

2
(uVTW + uiV

T
i W),

∑
i∈S

uiV
T
i W

)
= ρ

S⊆{1,...,k}
|S|=m

(
|S|(b+

1

2
(uVTW)) +

∑
i∈S

1

2
uiV

T
i W,

∑
i∈S

uiV
T
i W

)
= ρ

S⊆{1,...,k}
|S|=m

(
a(
∑
i∈S

uiV
T
i W) + b,

∑
i∈S

uiV
T
i W

)
= 1

with a = 1
2
, b = m(b+ 1

2
(uVTW)).

D Optimality for C-Insertion and C-Deletion

In order to prove the optimality of some attribution methods on the C-Insertion and C-Deletion metrics, we will
use the Matroid theory of which we recall some fundamentals.

Matroids were introduced by Whitney in 1935 [63]. It was quickly realized that they unified properties of
various domains such as graph theory, linear algebra or geometry. Later, in the ’60s, a connection was made
with combinatorial optimization, nothing that they also played a central role in combinatorial optimization.

The power of this tool is that it allows us to show easily that greedy algorithms are optimal with respect to some
criterion on a broad range of problems. Here, we show that insertion is a greedy algorithm (since the concepts
inserted are chosen sequentially based on the model score).

For the rest of this section, we assume E = {e1, . . . , ek} the set of the canonical vectors in Rk, with ei being
the element associated with the ith concept.
Definition D.1 (Matroid). A matroid M is a tuple (E,J ), where E is a finite ground set and J ⊆ 2E is the
power set of E, a collection of independent sets, such that:

1. J is nonempty, ∅ ∈ J .

2. J is downward closed; i.e., if S ∈ J and S′ ⊆ S, then S′ ∈ J

3. If S, S′ ∈ J 2 and |S| < |S′|, then ∃s ∈ S′ \ S such that S ∪ {s} ∈ J

In particular, we will need uniform matroids:
Definition D.2 (Uniform Matroid). Let E be a set of size k and let n ∈ {1, . . . , k}. If J is the collection of all
subsets of E of size at most n, then (E,J ) is a matroid, called a uniform matroid and denoted M (n).

Finally, we need to characterize the concept set chosen at each step.
Definition D.3 (Base of Matroid). Let M = (E,J ) be a matroid. A subset B of E is called a basis of M if
and only if:

1. B ∈ J

2. ∀e ∈ E \B, B ∪ {e} /∈ J

Moreover, we denote B(M) the set of all the basis of M .

At each step, the insertion metric selects the concepts of maximum score given a cardinality constraint. At each
new step, the concepts from the previous step are selected and it add a new concept from the whole available set,
the one not selected so far with the highest score. This criterion requires an additional ingredient: the weight
associated to each element of the matroid - here an element of the matroid is a concept.

Ponderated Matroid Let M (n) = (E,J ) be a uniform matroid and w : E → R a weighting function
associated to an element of E (a concept). The goal of C-Insertion at step n is to find a basis (a set of concepts)
B⋆ subject to |B| = n, that maximizes the weighting function :

∀B ∈ J ,
∑
e∈B⋆

w(e) ≥
∑
e∈B

w(e).
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Such a basis is called the basis of maximum weights (MW) of the weighted matroid M (n). We will see that
the greedy algorithm associated with this weighting function gives the optimal solution to the MW problem on
C-Insertion. First, let’s define the Greedy algorithm.

Algorithm 1 Greedy algorithm

Require: A n-uniform weighted matroid M (n) = (E,J , w)
Sort the concepts by their weight w(ei) in non-increasing order, and store them in a list ē such
that ∀(i, j) ⊆ {1, . . . , k}2, w(ēi) ≥ w(ēj) if i < j.
B⋆ = {}
for k = 1 to n do

B⋆ = B⋆ ∪ ēi
end for
return B⋆

Theorem D.4 (Greedy Algorithm is an optimal solution to MW.). Let M = (E,J , w) a weighted matroid. The
greedy Algorithm 1 returns a maximum basis of M .

Proof. First, by definition, B⋆ is a basis and thus an independent set, i.e., B⋆ ∈ B(M) (as ∀(e, e′) ∈
E2, ⟨e, e′⟩ = 0). Now, suppose by contradiction that there exists a base B′ with a weight strictly greater
than B⋆. We will obtain a contradiction with respect to the augmentation axiom of the matroid definition.
Let e1, . . . , ek be the elements of M sorted such that w(ei) > w(ej) whenever i < j. Let n be the rank of
our weighted uniform matroid M (n). Then we can write B⋆ = (ei1 , . . . , ein) and B′ = (ej1 , . . . , ejn) with
jk < jl and ik < il for any k < l.

Let ℓ be the smallest positive integer such that iℓ > jℓ. In particular, ℓ exists and is at most n by assumption.
Consider the independent set Sℓ−1 = {ei1 , . . . eℓ−1} (in particular, Sℓ−1 = ∅ if ℓ = 1). According to the
augmentation axiom (Definition D.2, I3), there exist k ∈ {1, . . . , ℓ} such that Sℓ−1 + ejk ∈ J and ejk /∈ Sℓ−1.
However, jk ≤ jℓ < iℓ, thus w(ejk ) ≤ w(ejℓ) < w(eiℓ). This contradicts the definition of the greedy
algorithm.

Now, we notice that for the last layer, Insertion is a weighted matroid. We insist that this result is only true for
the concepts in the penultimate layer, as our demonstrations rely on the linearity of the decomposition. Here, the
weight is given by the score of the model, which is a linear combination of concepts.

Theorem D.5 (Optimal Insertion in the last layer). When decomposing in the last layer, Gradient Input,
Integrated Gradients, Occlusion, and Rise yield the optimal solution for the C-Insertion metric. In a more
general sense, any method φ(u) that satisfies the condition ∀(i, j) ∈ {1, . . . , k}2, (u ⊙ ei)V

TW ≥ (u ⊙
ej)V

TW =⇒ φ(u)i ≥ φ(u)j yield the optimal solution.

Proof. Each n step of the C-Insertion algorithm corresponds to the n-uniform weighted matroid with weighting
function w(ei) = (u ⊙ ei)V

TW + b = uiV
TW + b. Therefore, any φ(·) method that produces the

same ordering as w(·) will yield the optimal solution. It easily follows that Gradient Input, Integrated
Gradients, Occlusion are optimal as they all boil down to φi(u) = uiV

TW + b. Concerning RISE, suppose
that w(ei) ≥ w(ej), then uiV

T
i W + b ≥ ujV

T
j W + b, and φ(RI)

i (u) − φ(RI)
j (u) = b + 1

2
(uVTW +

uiV
T
i W)− b+ 1

2
(uVTW+ ujV

T
j W) = uiV

T
i W− ujV

T
j W ≥ 0. Thus, RISE importance will order in

the same manner and is also optimal.

Corollary D.6 (Optimal Deletion in the last layer). When decomposing in the last layer, Gradient Input,
Integrated Gradients, Occlusion, and Rise yield the optimal solution for the C-Deletion metric.

Proof. It is simply observed that the C-Deletion problem seeks a minimum weight basis and corresponds to the
same weighted matroid with weighting function w′(·) = −w(·).

E Sparse Autoencoder

As a remainder, a general method (as it encompasses both PCA and K-means) to obtain the loading-dictionary
pair and achieve a matrix reconstruction A = UVT is to train a neural network to obtain U from A such that
the reconstruction of A is linear in U. This can be formally represented as:

(ψ⋆,V⋆) = argmin
ψ,V

∥A−ψ(A)V⊤∥2F
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Here, U⋆ = ψ⋆(A). An interesting characteristic of NMF and K-means is the non-linear relationship between
A and U. Specifically, the transformation from A to U is non-linear, while the transformation from U to A is
linear, as explained in [59], which need to introduce a method based on implicit differentiation to obtain the
gradient of U with respect to A. Indeed, the sequence of operations to optimize U causes us to lose information
about which elements of A contributed to obtaining U. We believe that this non-linear relationship (absent in
PCA) may be an essential ingredient for effective concept extraction.

Finally, as described in this article, other characteristics that appear to make it interpretable include its composi-
tionality (due to non-extreme sparsity), good reconstruction, and positivity, which aids in interpretation. Thus,
the architecture of ψ used for Figure 2 consists of a sequence of dense layers and batch normalization with
ReLU activation to obtain positive scores and sparsity similar to NMF, without imposing constraints on V. More
formally, ψ is a sequence of layers as follows:

DENSE(128) - BATCHNORMALIZATION - RELU
DENSE(64) - BATCHNORMALIZATION - RELU
DENSE(10) - BATCHNORMALIZATION - RELU

While the vector V is initialized using a truncated SVD [64]. We used Adam optimizer[65] with a learning rate
of 1e−3. However, it’s worth noting that there is a wealth of literature on dictionary learning that remains to be
explored for the task of concept extraction [66].
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